Early voting set Oct. 13

New ballot debut

The new ballot debut is expected to be one of the major highlights of the 1993 election season in the county. The new ballot is expected to be used in all five polling places in the county for the first time.

Family services offers help for depression

The number of families seeking help for depression continues to rise. Over 30 million people suffer from depression each year, with 15 percent attempting suicide. It's help available. Alliances help.

October is dedicated to National Depression Awareness Month to highlight efforts to help those suffering from depression. The awareness campaign encourages people to talk about depression, seek help, and support those who are struggling.

The number of depressed families needs to be researched. The jury is still out on whether depression is a separate entity or a part of other mental disorders. However, there is evidence that depression can be treated and managed.

Additional resources are available for those seeking help. One organization, the national depression Hotline, offers confidential support and referrals to local resources.

Parking lot repairs planned

College to let bids for roof repairs

Pineville High School

Regarded owned, 1993 Carnagey High Technical Center Board meeting on Tuesday. Placed on left is Student Council director Terry Rossiter and secretary Sharon Pannell, Russell Jones, and Nathan Bechtel.
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Players hit the road for Panola

Game performs for community competition

Panola College has a new opportunity to perform its game in new venues and with new audiences. The college has signed contracts with several community groups to perform in various locations.
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The plan is to perform at different venues to reach a wider audience. The college hopes to increase its visibility and attract new audiences by performing in different settings.
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Jester, LaSalle honored by group

Police beat

Arrest report

Artists paintings in Dallas

First Things First

You Can Do It With True Values

Cordray seeking re-election

Proud of record

Cordray seeks re-election

We Photo Good Grades Bring Your Report Card and Get 20% Off for A's and B's

Beauty Sense by Patricia

Pizza Hut introduces New Chuck Style Pizza!

Carthage Locker Plant

Our daily produce is fresh in the Carthage Locker Plant

Denim Shirts!

Factory Connection

CAIN HARDWARE & LUMBER CO.

The Paulina Watchman

Section of a document that contains various articles and ads, including news, art, and advertisements.
Trial ends in governor’s favor, others disgruntled

The Supreme Court of Texas has ruled in the governor’s favor in a case that pitted him against a group of individuals and organizations, including the railroads, the city of Dallas, and the state of Texas. The governor, who was accused of violations of the state’s open meetings law, was found not guilty of any wrongdoing.

In the program, railroads and other organizations were implicated in a scheme to circumvent the law. A key witness for the prosecution, John Doe, delivered a impassioned testimony that shocked the court.

"I was forced to testify against my own company in order to expose the corruption," Doe said. "It was a difficult decision, but I knew it was the right thing to do."

The governor, who was counting on the support of his rail industry friends, was left without a campaigning edge. The decision came as a surprise to many, but was welcomed by those who had been working to bring attention to the issue.

Meanwhile, railroads and other organizations have vowed to fight the ruling in the Texas Supreme Court. The case is expected to be heard in the next hearing.

In a statement, the Texas Railroad Association said, "We are disappointed by the decision of the Supreme Court. We will continue to fight this issue in the highest court in the state."
Bearcats leap from frying pan into fire

Henderson moves to 10th; Tribe ponders fate

Cars have taken to the streets of a small town in the heart of the countryside, where the Bearcats have found themselves in a predicament. The team's fortunes have fluctuated over the years, but this season has been particularly tough. The Bearcats, who were once a force to be reckoned with, have struggled to maintain their position in the league. With the season winding down, the team is facing a critical challenge. Will they be able to pull themselves out of the frying pan and into the fire, or will they remain stuck in the middle?
Dogs still top choice for freshman title

First loss of season should have gotten their attention

Dogs still top choice for freshman title

Dogs' defense steps up in loss to Carthage

Dogs' defense was a step up in the 17-10 loss to Carthage. After allowing 10 points in the first meeting, the Dogs limited Carthage to just one touchdown in the rematch. The Dogs' defense forced two turnovers, which led to two touchdowns. The defense also held Carthage to just 105 total yards, the fewest ever allowed by the Dogs in a home game.
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For Results, Try Our Classified. Call Minnie at 983-7888

Seed Lime

The Sun is rising in Carthage!

Banjo Ladies Shirts From $32

WRANGLER CHECOTAH JEANS $24

Western Wear

BOOT SCOOTIN'

Beckville
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News

BY FOUR DEER

SUN LOANS is NOW OPEN for business at 109 E. Sabine.

Loans from $112.00 to $300.00. Credit Starter Loans Available.

Call or come by TODAY!

WE LOVE TO SAY YES!

Mon-Sat 7:00-7:00

On the Square in Carthage

JOHNSON'S FARM C

FEED SUPPLY

JOHNSON'S FARM C

FEED SUPPLY

1000 W. Loop 436

693-8287

Bucks, Pups, Pigs, and Sheep. Also, goats, hogs, and hams. Butchered and sold at the market.

JULY 14

Gorporation

The Beckville Be-Bowled Newsletter is published Bi-Weekly in Beckville, Texas. The publisher and editor is Tim Sullivan. This issue contains articles written by various writers, including Tim Sullivan, Bruce Dugger, and John Johnson. The newsletter is distributed to subscribers and can be accessed online. The newsletter covers local news, sports updates, and community events. The newsletter is available in print and digital formats.
Tracking Texas economy for future growth changes

"The Index of Leading Texas Economic Indicators rose to mark modest growth in the Texas economy. Consistently, the index has held steady at 0.199 points, a 17 percent increase over last year," said Company John Smith, President.

The index, which is compiled from a broad range of economic indicators, including retail sales, housing starts, and employment, provides a snapshot of the state's economic health.

BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE RALLY
SUNDAY NIGHT, OCTOBER 10
7:00 O'LOCK
Q.M. MARTIN AUDITORIUM
PANOLA COLLEGE
• Preaching & Singing by John Mcnabb
(Crusade Director)
• Music Ministry of the Crusade from Alberta, Canada
• Special music by The Second Foundation
• Guest Speaker: Dr. May-Joseph
• Sponsored by The Panola County Ministerial Alliance

FREE HEARING TESTS
SET FOR CARTHAGE
Thursday, October 7
9:00 am - 12:00 noon
To ensure you have both the comfort and safety you need for your daily activities, we are offering FREE hearing tests to help you determine if a hearing aid may be right for you. This offer is good while supplies last and includes a consultation on how hearing devices can benefit your daily life. Call Before You Buy to schedule your free hearing evaluation. Save $300 on all hearing aids.

FALL REVIVAL
at REHOBEH UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
October 10 - 12, 7:00pm each evening
Guest Evangelist - Ben Chanman of Tyler (Graduate of College of Preachers)
Pastor of Marvin United Methodist Church
Music Director - Donna Tieke Of Carthage
Everyone Invited

Jim Chanthoum, Pastor